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GILTI Recap

Global

Intangible

Low

Taxed

Income

§951A (GILTI) applies to Controlled Foreign Corporation (CFC) tax years beginning 
after Dec. 31, 2017. 

 Intended to impose a minimum tax on U.S. shareholders of CFC’s to generally 
result in a tax rate of no less than 10.5% after the application of the §250 
deduction.

 GILTI Final and Proposed Regulations were issued on Jun. 14, 2019. 

 Final GILTI high-tax exclusion (GILTI HTE) and Proposed Subpart F income 
exception (SubF HTE) Regulations were released on July 20, 2020.
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Highlights – Final and Proposed Regulations
 The Proposed Regulations provided for an election to exclude a “gross tested income item” of a CFC to the 

extent the “tentative net tested income item” was subject to foreign effective rate of tax that was greater than 
90% of the current US tax rate of 21% (i.e., greater than 18.9%). 

 The Final Regulations finalize much of what the Proposed GILTI Regulations had initially included with 
certain modifications to the GILTI HTE.

 Highlights
 Annual Election the Final Regulations maintain that the GILTI HTE is an elective provision; but deviate

from the Proposed GILTI Regulations by excluding the 60-month restriction.

 Retroactive Effect taxpayers may elect to apply the Final Regulations to tax years beginning after Dec.
31, 2017 and before July 23, 2020.

 Tested Unit Standard the Final Regulations abandoned the qualified business unit (QBU) approach in
determining the eligibility GILTI HTE and established a new Tested Unit Standard.

 Conformity with Section 954(b)(4) subpart F income high-tax exception taxpayers who elect to
claim the GILTI HTE for high-taxed tested income subject to an overall effective tax rate of 18.9% or
greater will now also be deemed to make a Section 954(b)(4) election with respect to subpart F income
subject to an overall effective tax rate of the same.
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Polling Question #1

For tax years beginning before July 23, 2020, how likely are you to file an amended return to apply these new 
rules retroactively?

A. Very Likely
B. Likely
C. Not Likely
D. Undecided
E. Does not Apply
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Section 951A GILTI Inclusion
 GILTI inclusion represents a US shareholder’s total net CFC tested income less the US shareholder’s net 

deemed tangible income return for a taxable year.

 CFC Tested Income: represents taxable income (after properly allocable deductions and less certain 
exclusions) of a CFC computed under US federal income tax principles - see Reg. §1.951A-2.

 Exclusions to CFC Tested Income:
 Subpart F income (including any high taxed Subpart F income excluded under §954(b)(4))
 Effectively connected income – §952(b)
 Dividends received from related persons – §954(d)(3)
 Foreign Oil & Gas Extraction Income
 High-taxed tested income if elected under the Final GILTI Regulations

 Properly allocable deductions considerations – because CFC Tested Income is computed under US 
federal income tax, §163(j) limitation for business interest expense must be considered when computing CFC 
Tested Income.

 Net CFC Tested Income - Determined on an aggregate basis, taking into account the income and losses of 
all tested income and tested loss CFCs with respect to which the shareholder is a U.S. shareholder. 
(§951A(c)).
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Polling Question #2
What impact do you anticipate electing out of the GILTI HTE and SubF HTE will have on your U.S. tax?

A. Significant
B. Moderate impact
C. Little to no impact
D. Not sure
E. Does not apply
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GILTI High-Tax Exclusion - Tested Unit Standard
 The final regulations replace the QBU-by-QBU approach with a more targeted approach based on “tested units.” (Preamble to the final 

951A regulations).
 Disregarded payments between tested units are reallocated to associate the income to the tested unit in which it’s subject to tax.
 The threshold rate of high taxed income remains 18.9% (or, 90% of 21% U.S. statutory rate).
 Gross income is determined under U.S. federal income tax principles.

 Tested Unit - §1.951A-2(c)(7)(iv)(A)
 A controlled foreign corporation (CFC), as defined in §957(a).
 An interest in a pass-through entity (i.e., a partnership or disregarded entity) held directly or indirectly by a CFC that is:

 A tax resident of any foreign country (i.e., body corporate or other entity or body of persons liable to tax under the tax law of
a country as a resident);

 Not treated as fiscally transparent for purposes of the laws of the foreign country of the CFC or the tested unit that directly or
indirectly holds the interest; and

 A branch the activities of which are carried out directly or indirectly (through one or more pass-through entities) by a CFC.

 Transparent Interest – §1.95A-2(c)(7)(ix)(C).
 A CFC’s interest in a pass-through entity (i.e., a partnership, disregarded entity or the activities of a branch) that is not a tested

unit.
 If a branch does not give rise to a taxable presence under the tax laws of the country were the branch is located, the branch

is a tested unit only if the tax laws of the CFC’s country of incorporation (or the laws of a tested unit that directly or indirectly
carries on the branch) applies an exclusion, exemption, or other similar relief (such as a preferential rate, but not a foreign
tax credit) with respect to the income attributable to the branch.
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GILTI High-Tax Exclusion – Separate Set of Books and Records
 Separate Set of Books and Records 

 Items of gross income of the CFC are attributable to a tested unit to the extent they are properly 
reflected on the separate sets of books and records of the tested unit.  

 The Final Regulations retain the general approach taken in the 2019 Proposed Regulations by 
defining a “separate set of books and records” by reference to §1.989(a)-1(d).

 The final regulations provide a special rule that applies to a “transparent interest” (i.e., not a tested 
unit because it is not subject to tax in place were located or organized), that generally treats items 
properly reflected on the separate set of books and records of the transparent interest as being 
properly reflected on the books and records of the tested unit that holds interests (directly or 
indirectly through other transparent interests) in the transparent interest. See §1.951A-2(c)(7)(v)(C). 
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GILTI High-Tax Exclusion – Combination Rule
 Combination Rule - §1.951A-2(c)(7)(iv)(C)

 Tested units of a CFC are treated as a single tested unit if they are tax residents of, or located in, the
same country.

 Applies without regard to whether the tested units are subject to the same foreign tax rate and is not
conditioned on the tested units having the same functional currency.

 Mandatory and not elective.
 Does not apply to branches that are tested units because that do not give rise to a taxable presence

under the tax law of the foreign country where the branch is located and the tax laws of the country
of the branch owner does provide an exclusion, exemption, or similar relief with respect to the
branch income.
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Expanded GILTI High-Tax Exclusion - Mechanics
 A tentative gross tested income item of the corporation that qualifies for the GILTI HTE is excluded from gross

tested income.

 Tentative gross tested income item –
 The aggregate of all items of gross income of the controlled foreign corporation attributable to a tested

unit of the controlled foreign corporation that would be gross tested income without regard to the election
to apply the high-tax exception (§1.951A-2(c)(7)(ii)(A)).

 Based on U.S. federal income tax principles as adjusted for disregarded payments (under the foreign tax
credit branch basket rules).

 Calculation of Tentative Tested Income Item –
 Determined by allocating and apportioning deductions to the tentative gross tested income item. Each

tentative gross tested income item is treated as assigned to a separate tested income group with all other
income treated as assigned to a residual income group (§1.951A-2(c)(7)(iii)(A)).

 The election is made by the controlling domestic shareholder (one who owns in the aggregate >50% of the total
combined voting power in the CFC) to exclude tentative tested income items which exceed the 18.9% rate.

 The GILTI high-tax exclusion is an “all or nothing” election, meaning it must be made with respect to all member
CFCs of a controlling domestic shareholder group or none at all.
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Expanded GILTI High-Tax Exclusion – Mechanics cont’d
 Determining the effective tax rate: 

 The effective tax rate of the CFC’s tentative tested income (or items, if multiple tested units of a CFC) is
determined separately for each item.

 Treasury’s rationale was to prevent blending of rates between high-tax DREs/branches and low tax
CFCs.

 The effective tax rate equals:

Foreign Income Taxes Paid
(U.S. Dollars)

Tested Income Item grossed-
up by such Foreign Taxes

(U.S. Dollars)
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Treas. Reg. Sec. 1.951A-2 Example 1 (Effect of Disregarded Interest)

USP

FDE
Country Y

CFC
Country X

€20x of disregarded 
interest income 
reflected on both 
entities books and 
records

Assumptions
 USP is a domestic corporation.
 FDE is a disregarded entity that is a tax resident of Country Y.
 CFC and FDE conduct all activities in their respective countries and 

properly reflect items of income, gain, deduction, and loss on separate sets 
of books and records.

 CFC and FDE are each a tested unit.
 CFC and FDE have calendar tax years and use the Euro as their functional 

currency (€1=$1). 
Facts
 Gross Income and Deductions

 CFC generates €100x of gross income from services to unrelated 
parties that is reflected on the books and records of FDE.

 FDE accrues and pays €20x of interest to CFC (properly reflected on 
both FDE and CFC’s books and records) that is deductible for Country 
Y tax purposes; but is disregarded for US federal income tax 
purposes.

 Country X imposes no tax on net income.
 Country Y imposes a 25% tax on net income.

 Foreign Income Taxes
 For Country Y tax purposes, FDE has €80x of taxable income.
 FDE incurs a Country Y income tax liability with respect to Year 1 of 

€20x (€80x x 25%).

Unrelated 
Parties

€100x services 
income reflected on 

FDE’s books and 
records
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Treas. Reg. Sec. 1.951A-2 Example 1 (Effect of Disregarded Interest)

USP

FDE
Country Y

CFC
Country X

€20x of disregarded 
interest income 
reflected on both 
entity’s books and 
records

Unrelated 
Parties

€100x services 
income reflected on 

FDE’s books and 
records

Analysis
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Treas. Reg. Sec. 1.951A-2 Example 4 (Application of Tested Units) - ALT 1

USP

FDE1
Country Y

CFC1
Country X

Assumptions
 USP is a domestic corporation.
 FDE1 is a disregarded entity that is a tax resident of Country Y.
 FDE is a disregarded entity that is a tax resident in Country X.
 CFC1, FDE1, and FDE conduct all activities in their respective countries and 

properly reflect items of income, gain, deduction, and loss on separate sets of 
books and records.

 CFC1 and FDE1 are each a tested unit.
 CFC1, FDE1, and FDE have calendar tax years and use the Euro as their 

functional currency (€1=$1).
 CFC1 directly carries on activities in Country Y that constitute a branch 

and that give rise to a taxable presence under Country Y and Country X 
tax laws (FBY).

Facts
 For CFC1’s inclusion year, CFC1 had the following items of income:

 Item A: €20x item of gross income properly reflected on the books and 
records of FBY.

 Item B: €30x item of gross income properly reflected on the books and 
records of FDE.

FDE
Country X

FBY
Country Y

Item A
€20x gross income 
reflected on FBY’s 
books and records

Item B
€30x gross income 
reflected on FDE’s 
books and records
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Treas. Reg. Sec. 1.951A-2 Example 4 (Application of Tested Units) - ALT 1

Analysis
 Identify Tested Units of CFC1

 Without combination rule:
 CFC1, FDE1, FBY, and FDE.

 With combination rule: 
 (a) Country X Tested Unit: FDE and CFC1
 (b) Country Y Tested Unit: FBY and FDE1

 Computing the Items of CFC1
 Item A is attributable to Country Y Tested Unit (FBY and 

FDE1)
 Item B is attributable to Country X Tested Unit (FDE and 

CFC1)

USP

FDE1
Country Y

CFC1
Country X

FDE
Country X

FBY
Country Y

Item A
€20x gross income 
reflected on FBY’s 
books and records

Item B
€30x gross income 
reflected on FDE’s 
books and records
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Treas. Reg. Sec. 1.951A-2 Example 4 (Application of Tested Units) - ALT 2

USP

FDE1
Country Y

CFC1
Country X

Assumptions
 Same Assumptions from ALT 1 (Slide #15), except CFC1 directly 

carries on activities in Country Y (FBY) but FBY does not give 
rise to a taxable presence under Country Y tax law. Country X 
tax law does not provide an exclusion, exemption, or other 
similar relief to income attributable to FBY.

Facts
 For CFC1’s inclusion year, CFC1 had the following items of income:

 Item A: €20x item of gross income properly reflected on the 
books and records of FBY.

 Item B: €30x item of gross income properly reflected on the 
books and records of FDE.FDE

Country X
FBY

Country Y

Item A
€20x gross income 
reflected on FBY’s 
books and records

Item B
€30x gross income 
reflected on FDE’s 
books and records
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Treas. Reg. Sec. 1.951A-2 Example 4 (Application of Tested Units) - ALT 2

Analysis
 Identify Tested Units of CFC1

 FBY is not a tested unit; but is a transparent interest to 
CFC1

 Tested units include: 
 (a) Country X Combined Tested Unit (CFC1 and 

FDE) and 
 (b) FDE1

 Computing the Items of CFC1
 No Items are attributable to FDE1.
 Item A and Item B are attributable to Country X Combined 

Tested Unit (FDE and CFC1).

USP

FDE1
Country Y

CFC1
Country X

FDE
Country X

FBY
Country Y

Item A
€20x gross income 
reflected on FBY’s 
books and records

Item B
€30x gross income 
reflected on FDE’s 
books and records
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Treas. Reg. Sec. 1.951A-2 Example 4 (Application of Tested Units) - ALT 3

USP

FDE1
Country Y

CFC1
Country X

Assumptions
 Same Assumptions from ALT 1 (Slide #15).
 Same Assumptions from ALT 2 (Slide #17), except CFC1 directly 

carries on activities in Country Y (FBY) but FBY does not give 
rise to a taxable presence under Country Y tax law. Country X 
tax law does provide an exclusion, exemption, or other similar 
relief to income attributable to FBY.

Facts
 For CFC1’s inclusion year, CFC1 had the following items of income:

 Item A: €20x item of gross income properly reflected on the 
books and records of FBY.

 Item B: €30x item of gross income properly reflected on the 
books and records of FDE.

FDE
Country X

FBY
Country Y

Item A
€20x gross income 
reflected on FBY’s 
books and records

Item B
€30x gross income 
reflected on FDE’s 
books and records
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Treas. Reg. Sec. 1.951A-2 Example 4 (Application of Tested Units) - ALT 3
Analysis
 Identify Tested Units of CFC1

 FBY is a tested unit
 Tested units include: 

 (a) Country X Combined Tested Unit (CFC1 and 
FDE), 

 (b) FDE1, and 
 (c) FBY

 Computing the Items of CFC1
 No Items are attributable to the FDE1 tested unit
 Item A is attributable to the FBY tested unit
 Item B is attributable to Country X Combined Tested Unit 

(FDE and CFC1).

USP

FDE1
Country Y

CFC1
Country X

FDE
Country X

FBY
Country Y

Item A
€20x gross income 
reflected on FBY’s 
books and records

Item B
€30x gross income 
reflected on FDE’s 
books and records
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Treas. Reg. Sec. 1.951A-2 Example 4 (Application of Tested Units) - ALT 4

USP

FPSY
Country Y

CFC1
Country X

Assumptions
 Same Assumptions from ALT 1 (Slide #15).
 FPSY is an entity organized in and a tax resident of Country Y but 

classified as a partnership for federal income tax purposes.
 FPSY is a tested unit
 FPSY conducts all activities in Country Y and properly reflect items of 

income, gain, deduction, and loss on separate books and records.
 FPSY has a calendar tax year and use the Euro as their functional 

currency (€1=$1). 

Facts
 For CFC1’s inclusion year, CFC1 had the following items of income:

 Item A: €20x item of gross income properly reflected on the books and 
records of FBY.

 Item B: €30x item of gross income properly reflected on the books and 
records of FDE.

FDE
Country X

FBY
Country Y

Item A
€20x gross income 
reflected on FBY’s 
books and records

Item B
€30x gross income 
reflected on FDE’s 
books and records

CFC2
Country X

60% 40%
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Treas. Reg. Sec. 1.951A-2 Example 4 (Application of Tested Units) - ALT 4

Analysis
 Identify Tested Units of CFC1

 Tested units include: 
 (a) Country Y Combined Tested Unit (CFC1’s 60% interest in FPSY 

and FBY), 
 (b) Country X Combined Tested Unit (FDE and CFC1).

 Identify Tested Units of CFC2
 Tested units include: 

 (a) CFC2’s 40% interest in FPSY
 (b) CFC2

 Computing the Items of CFC1 and CFC2
 No Items are attributable to the CFC2 tested unit
 No Items are attributable to the CFC2’s tested unit for its 40% interest in 

FPSY 
 Item A is attributable to CFC1’s Country Y Combined Tested Unit (FBY 

and 60% interest in FPSY)
 Item B is attributable to CFC1’s Country X Combined Tested Unit (FDE 

and CFC1).

USP

FPSY
Country Y

CFC1
Country X

FDE
Country X

FBY
Country Y

Item A
€20x gross income 
reflected on FBY’s 
books and records

Item B
€30x gross income 
reflected on FDE’s 
books and records

CFC2
Country X

60% 40%
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Treas. Reg. Sec. 1.951A-2 Example 4 (Application of Tested Units) - ALT 5

USP

FPSY
Country Y

CFC1
Country X

Assumptions
 Same Assumptions from ALT 1 (Slide #15).
 Same Assumptions from ALT 4 (Slide #21), except FPSY is 

organized in Country Y but not a tax resident of any 
foreign country and is fiscally transparent for Country X 
tax law purposes.

Facts
 For CFC1’s inclusion year, CFC1 had the following items of 

income:
 Item A: €20x item of gross income properly reflected on 

the books and records of FBY.
 Item B: €30x item of gross income properly reflected on 

the books and records of FDE.

FDE
Country X

FBY
Country Y

Item A
€20x gross income 
reflected on FBY’s 
books and records

Item B
€30x gross income 
reflected on FDE’s 
books and records

CFC2
Country X

60% 40%
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Treas. Reg. Sec. 1.951A-2 Example 4 (Application of Tested Units) - ALT 5

Analysis
 Identify Tested Units of CFC1

 CFC1’s 60% interest in FPSY is not a tested unit but a 
transparent interest

 Tested units include: 
 (a) FBY  
 (b) Country X Combined Tested Unit (FDE and CFC1).

 Identify Tested Units of CFC2
 CFC2’s 40% interest in FPSY is not a tested unit but a 

transparent interest
 Tested units include: 

 (a) CFC2

 Computing the Items of CFC1 and CFC2
 No Items are attributable to the CFC2 tested unit
 Item A is attributable to CFC1’s FBY tested unit
 Item B is attributable to CFC1’s Country X Combined Tested 

Unit (FDE and CFC1).

USP

FPSY
Country Y

CFC1
Country X

FDE
Country X

FBY
Country Y

Item B
€30x gross income 
reflected on FDE’s 
books and records

CFC2
Country X

60% 40%

Item A
€20x gross income 
reflected on FBY’s 
books and records
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Polling Question #3

To what extent do you anticipate the final regulations impacting foreign tax credits and the expense 
apportionment?

A. Significant impact
B. Moderate impact
C. Little to no impact
D. Not sure
E. Does not apply
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Section 954(b)(4) Proposed Regulations
 Subpart F High-Tax Exception Conforms with the GILTI High-Tax Exclusion

 The Subpart F high-tax exception under §954(b)(4) and the GILTI high-tax exclusion are included in a single election.
 Taxpayers who elect to claim the GILTI high-tax exclusion will now also be deemed to make a Section 954(b)(4)

election with respect to subpart F income subject to an overall effective tax rate of the same.

 Gross Income Attributable to Tested Units Based on Applicable Financial Statement

 “Books and records” are now replaced as the starting point for determining gross income attributable to a tested unit
by a more specific standard based on an “applicable financial statement” of the tested unit.

 Applicable financial statement refers to a separate-entity financial statement that is readily available.
 This standard is intended to provide more reliable and consistent information from year to year.

 Allocation and Apportionment of Deductions for Purposes of the High-Tax Exception

 Tentative net items are determined by allocating deductions, determined under federal income tax principles, to gross
income to the extent the deductions are properly reflected on the applicable financial statement of the tested unit.
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Applicability
 Final Regulations

 Generally, the Final Regulations related to GILTI high-tax exclusion apply for taxable years of
foreign corporations beginning on or after July 23, 2020, and taxable years of U.S. shareholders in
which or with such taxable years of foreign corporations end.

 The Final Regulations provides an option for taxpayers to apply certain rules retroactively to tax
years of foreign corporations beginning after Dec. 31, 2017, and before July 23, 2020.

 Retroactive application of the Final Regulations must be consistently applied to each taxable
year.

 Proposed Regulations

 Proposed Regulations under Section 1.951A-2, 1.952-1(e), and 1.954-1 are proposed to apply to
taxable years of CFCs beginning after the date the Treasury decision adopting these rules as final
regulations (filed with Federal Register), and the taxable years of U.S. shareholders in which or
with which such taxable years of foreign corporations end.
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Polling Question #4

Would you like to have a follow-up conversation on any of these topics?

A. Retroactive effective date and potential amended returns
B. Modeling the impact of the GILTI HTE election
C. Modeling impact of FTCs and expense apportionment
D. Other
E. Does not apply
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Key Takeaways
 The Final and Proposed Regulations represent a significant development for all U.S. shareholders of a CFC 

that generate tested income subject to the GILTI Regime.

 U.S. taxpayer can now make an annual election to:

 Elect into the GILTI high-tax exclusion and lose any associated foreign tax credits associated with their
GILTI inclusion for a taxable year, or

 Forgo the election in favor of claiming foreign tax credits to potentially offset their annual GILTI U.S. tax
liability.

 The election is binding on all U.S. shareholders of a CFC.

 The election is made (or revoked) by the controlling domestic shareholder (one who owns in the aggregate
>50% of the total combined voting power in the CFC) to exclude tentative tested income items which exceed
the 18.9% rate.
 Special rules apply in the case of U.S. shareholder partnership; and
 Electing (or revoking) controlling domestic shareholder must provide notice to each domestic

shareholder of the CFC.
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Key Takeaways
 Taxpayers who have already filed U.S. tax returns with a GILTI inclusion may wish to revisit their prior years 

GILTI inclusion and foreign tax credit computations to determine whether filing an amended return with a 
GILTI high-tax exclusion leads to a more favorable result. 

 Elections made (or revoked) on an amended return:
 Must be filed within 24 monts of the unextended due date of the original return for the U.S. 

shareholder inclusion year (or within the CFC inclusion year end)
 Each U.S. shareholder of the CFC must file an amended retur within a single period no greater than 

6 months within such 24-month period

 As with most components of tax reform, modeling will be key in helping taxpayers assess the impact 
of making the GILTI high-tax exclusion election.
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Thank you!
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